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Stolen ice and a dead man are strange roommates. Throw a monkey, a hophead, and a pretty 

girl in the picture—and what have you? Detective Dan Shelby didn’t know, but he had the 
brawn to blaze enough light for his brain to try to solve this.... Bloody Monkey Business 

 
AN SHELBY, First Grade Detective, 
pushed into the elevator of the ritzy 
apartment house on Washington 

Square. “Fourteenth floor,” he told the 
operator. “Raymond, Martha Raymond.” 

“14B.” The operator looked him over as 
the car shot aloft. “The dame with the 
monkey, huh?” 

“Yeah,” growled Shelby. “The dame with 
the monkey.” 

“A light-fingered anniemile, so I hear,” 
commented the operator, leveling off at the 
fourteenth. 

Dan Shelby’s stomach settled back into 

place as he strode from the car, his big, red 
ears coloring angrily. “I thought the guy that 
drives our squad car was a curb-slicer, but you 
got him beat, kid. Next time I ride with you, I 
don’t eat strawberry shortcake.” 

“Light-fingered animals,” snorted Dan 
Shelby disgustedly as he jabbed the pearl disk 
alongside Apartment 14B. His homely face 
was red. “They got a nerve taking me off the 
crack Maiden Lane Squad to chase a rock-
lifting monkey. Bah!” 

The door opened, and he caught his breath. 
The dame was a lulu. High cheekbones and 
rich, wavy auburn hair, worn low at the back. 
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Milky ear-lobes peeping through it where 
silky strands parted. A gorgeous figure 
wrapped in some clingy stuff, a figure that 
would have wowed even the boys that pick 
’em on Suckers’ Lane. 

If she was scared, she didn’t show it. She 
said: “What is it?” 

Dan Shelby pulled his tongue from the 
roof of his mouth where it was threatening to 
stick. “Detective Shelby, Police Headquarters. 
You’re Martha Raymond?” 

A shadow crossed the girl’s lovely face, 
but she managed to smile. “Yes. Won’t you 
come in?” 

 
HE girl gestured toward a low, tapestry-
covered divan. Shelby squatted 

awkwardly. He took off his hat and wheeled it 
around his bulky forefinger. “I—I got to ask 
you some questions, Miss Raymond.” 

“Fire away,” invited the girl, draping 
herself gracefully on a straight-backed chair 
directly opposite him. “Have a smoke?” 

Dan Shelby leaned stiffly over and picked 
a white cylinder from the ivory box. Her 
perfect arm reached out, and slim fingers 
poised steadily under his nose, holding the 
light. 

Shelby took a deep drag and said: 
“Where’s the monkey?” 

She shrugged coolly. “Oscar?” She 
glanced around, while Shelby’s eyes 
concentrated on her slim grace, poised lightly 
in the chair. “Oh, he’s around the apartment—
somewhere.” 

“Look,” said Shelby, his voice rasping 
slightly, “peddle the act to the boys uptown. 
You know why I’m askin’ about that animal. 
You know the tenants of this building have 
been missing a lot of fancy sparklers. At first 
they thought some nimble-footed, plush-
fingered ice-romeo was serenading the stuff; 
but last night somebody lamps the monkey on 
the roof. So, now, tag, ’cause you’re it.” 

Martha Raymond smiled sweetly. “Oscar 
wouldn’t steal anything,” she stated 

confidently. “If you knew Oscar the way—” 
“—the way I know Oscar,” chimed in 

Shelby, shaking his head disgustedly. “So 
you’re going to be that way, huh? You know, 
if I was gonna be took over the hurdles, I’d 
hope it’d be a sweet morsel like you. But 
that’s that. I ain’t going over the hurdles, see? 
Now tell me, where you got that monkey 
hid—ow-ow—ouch!” 

Dan Shelby kicked his foot impulsively 
forward, away from the low divan. The 
sudden motion sent him sprawling to the floor. 
He picked himself up, his face getting redder 
than usual, and rubbed his ankle. “What the—
what the—” 

Martha Raymond giggled. Shelby stared 
down at the little animal that posed impishly, 
halfway under the divan, the tapestry cover 
caped over its tiny head. Its beady eyes were 
fastened on Shelby, and in one of its paws was 
a huge, open safety pin. 

“Why the little—” began Shelby, and 
Martha Raymond’s palms reached for her 
milky ears. “Come here, you little pest, I’ll 
teach you to jab pins into—” 

He made a grab for the monkey. Oscar 
was evidently waiting for the move, for he 
whipped about instantly and streaked across 
the room. 

Shelby pounded in pursuit, lunged through 
the bathroom door in time to see the monkey 
bounce into and out of the tub, then seek 
refuge behind the pedestal of the wash basin. 
Shelby swooped down with a shout, grabbed 
him up and raised one hand to cuff him 
soundly. Oscar dropped the safety pin, put his 
paws up and ducked his head, meanwhile 
looking pleadingly at Shelby. 

Shelby’s big, red hand fell aimlessly to his 
side. Then he heard a muffled laugh in the 
doorway of the bathroom. He whirled, 
growling inarticulately. Martha Raymond 
stood there, the filmy robe gathered artistically 
about her body. 

“That,” she stated, “is just too touching. 
The lion and the mouse. Oh, dear!” 
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“Oh, yeah?” said Shelby. “I’ll fix the little 
brat.” 

He dropped the monkey in the tub and 
turned on the shower. The monkey danced 
with glee, grabbed a small sponge, held it in 
the spray and threw it at Shelby. 

Shelby swore, brushed Martha Raymond 
out of the room and shut the door. His big ears 
were redder than usual as he squatted again on 
the divan. 

Martha re-seated herself, smiling 
roguishly. Shelby avoided her eyes. She broke 
the silence. “You were saying. Mr. Shelby?” 

Shelby collected himself. “Where do you 
keep that damned animal at night, sister?” he 
demanded. 

“In the bathroom.” 
“With the window open?” 
“Uh-huh.” 
Shelby got up and crossed to the window 

of the living room. He opened it and looked 
out. He nodded, pulling his head back in. “It’d 
be a cinch for that animal to jump from the 
bathroom window to the fire escape outside 
this window. From there, he has the entire 
building at his command.” 

Martha Raymond’s tone was frigid: “Are 
you suggesting that I have trained him to steal 
jewelry from the tenants?” 

Shelby shrugged. “The boys uptown tell 
me the digging is lousy these days. A girl has 
got to live—” 

“Oh!” Martha Raymond quivered with 
anger. “I’m a commercial artist. I—I get a 
good salary designing for—” 

“Okay, okay,” Shelby brushed it aside. 
“We’ll go into that later. Right now we’ve got 
to find out what that animal has been doing 
with the stuff—if he’s really been—” 

His tongue froze as a long, wavering 
scream pierced the wall of the room. Dan 
Shelby got up, clamped his hat on. “Wait 
here,” he directed. 

 
HE door to the apartment next door was 
ajar. Dan Shelby strode through its living 

room, into the bedroom. His gaze was bleak, 
his jaw tight, as he surveyed the scene before 
him. A skinny, rawboned woman, dressed in 
the gray of a chambermaid, stood screaming at 
the thing in the bed. 

The thing was a corpse that lay propped up 
at the head of the bed, surveying the room 
with glassy, protruding optics; it was a 
gruesome sight, and it sent shivers creeping 
along Shelby’s spine. 

Shelby approached the bed and made a 
rapid, but thorough, examination. The man 
was about forty-five, bald, and by physical 
indications, a confirmed dope addict. 
Numerous tiny punctures appeared on the 
forearm. Shelby examined them closely. A 
very faint odor assailed his nostrils. Bitter 
almonds. He straightened abruptly, his jaw 
hardening. 

The man was in shirt sleeves, pushed 
carelessly to his elbows. His body was stone 
cold. As far as Shelby could see, there were no 
wounds. 

He searched the room carefully, but found 
no signs of a dope needle. 

Shelby led the maid into the living room 
and questioned her. She had quieted down 
some. All she knew was that she had entered 
the rooms to clean and found Mr. Rogers. At 
that point she became hysterical. 

Shelby left her in the care of a bellhop, 
who had appeared, and returned to the 
bedroom. One of the windows was open about 
a foot from the top, the window which gave 
on to the fire escape. Shelby shoved up the 
sash and stuck his head out. He saw that the 
fire escape was the same one which served 
Martha Raymond’s apartment. Halfway 
between the windows, lying on the metal slat 
of the fire escape floor, was a gold cuff link of 
the chain type. Shelby, a worried look on his 
face, reached out and picked it up. 

He turned back into the room and again 
examined the sleeve of the shirt of the dead 
man. Out of the corner of his eye he saw a 
bellhop standing in the doorway, looking on. T 
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“Get police headquarters on the ’phone,” 
ordered Shelby. 

As the hotel employee turned to obey, 
Shelby compared the cuff link which he had 
taken from the fire escape with the one on the 
sleeve of the dead man’s shirt. They were 
identical. 

He pulled out the material of the other 
sleeve and found that the link was missing 
from the cuff. The damned monkey was up to 
his tricks again. Dragging the dame into a 
murder rap. Shelby slipped the cuff link into 
his pocket just as the bellhop returned and 
informed him that headquarters was on the 
wire. 

Shelby grabbed the instrument. “Give me 
Homicide.” he said. 

Fifteen minutes passed before the arrival 
of Sergeant Haymarket of Homicide. Shelby 
gave him the story. “The arm punctures smell 
of hydrocyanic acid. But there is no dope 
needle. So that makes it a bump-off.” Shelby 
did not mention the monkey or the cuff link on 
the fire escape. 

Sergeant Haymarket took one look at the 
corpse and said: “I know him. He’s a hoppie 
that breezed into H. Q. all lit up and raved 
about spilling the goods on a dope ring. Then 
he bottled up like a clam. The narcotic boys 
sent him to Bellevue, kept an eye on him, but 
got nothing more. Had to discharge him. Now 
he’s cooked. Boy, and does he look pretty?” 

The chambermaid who had discovered the 
body had quieted again. Shelby left as 
Sergeant Haymarket began to question her. 

At headquarters an hour later, Shelby was 
summoned before Inspector Carlson. 
“Shelby,” the inspector ripped out, “what 
happened this afternoon makes me almost lose 
faith in human nature. Your record with the 
force has been damn near perfect. Before I 
start, I’m going to give you a break. Have you 
got anything to tell me that you might—” he 
broke off, as if he were fishing for the right 
word— “might have forgotten to tell Sergeant 
Haymarket?” 

Blood surged in Shelby’s veins. There was 
something very smelly in this. He said: “I 
don’t know what you mean, Inspector.” 

“That settles it,” rumbled Carlson, “I’ll get 
right to the point. The bellhop saw you 
remove a small object from the fire escape 
outside the window where that hophead was 
found. It came out in routine questioning, and 
Haymarket phoned me. He says one of the 
dead man’s cuff links is missing and he thinks 
that may have been what you found. Well?” 
The last word shot out like the cork from a 
bottle of champagne. 

Dan Shelby, his big red ears waving 
angrily, produced the cuff link and listened to 
the inspector deliver a verbal tirade, ending 
with a demand for an explanation. Shelby shut 
his mouth up tight and kept it that way. 

Inspector Carlson stared for a moment. 
Then his jaw snapped shut, and he said 
quietly: “All right, Shelby. Lay your shield 
and gun on the desk.” 

 
AN SHELBY wandered out of 
headquarters in a daze. Indefinite 

suspension. The words drummed in his big, 
homely ears. He felt hellishly naked without 
his badge and gun. It was hard to imagine 
what things would be like, not being a cop. 

Dan struggled to pull himself together as 
he lumbered down the street. He knew that it 
would not take Sergeant Haymarket long to 
connect the monkey and the jewel thefts and 
the cuff link, and maybe take the dame for a 
murder rap. 

He dialed her apartment and said gruffly. 
“This is the lion. I don’t know why the hell I 
should be, but I’m kind of worried about the 
mouse. How about a little chat at Andy’s 
Lunch on MacDougal Street?” 

“Oh,” she flashed right back, “the mouse 
can’t come but he’ll send a little kitten 
instead.” There was a certain gladness in her 
voice that wormed its way over the wire. 

“Cat,” snapped back Shelby, “is probably 
a better word.” He grinned. “I’ll be waiting.” 
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“You’ll get scratched, I promise.” With 
that she hung up. 

Shelby’s big, rough jaw dropped when he 
laid eyes on her. She climbed out of a cab, 
daintily shod and wearing a trim little suit. His 
ruddy face beamed as he guided her to an 
enamel-top table behind drab curtains and 
dusty windows. 

His gaze went bleak then. 
“You’re in a jam,” he stated. “That 

damned monkey stole a cuff link from the stiff 
and dropped it on the fire escape outside your 
window. I tried to cover it up and got 
suspended.” 

Martha Raymond’s lips trembled. “Why 
did you do it? Nobody would suspect me of 
killing Mr. Rogers—” 

“What?” rapped out Shelby, leaning 
forward and staring into her eyes. “You knew 
the lunk that slammed off?” 

“Yes. He was introduced to me when I met 
him at Uncle Endicott’s apartment a few 
months ago. We had nothing in common 
except that we happened to live in the same 
apartment house, and next door to each other. 
He tried to rush me and I gave him the cold 
shoulder. Something awfully queer about 
him.” 

“Dope.” 
Martha gave a quick little nod. “Now that 

you mention it, yes.” 
Dan Shelby’s fist slowly clenched on the 

table top. “What you don’t realize,” he said 
quietly, “is that Homicide is busy right this 
minute checking up those jewel thefts I was 
sent to investigate. Ten to one, they have 
already linked the monkey to the murder, and 
that means the next thing will be a warrant for 
your arrest.” 

Martha looked scared. “What do I do 
now?” she breathed. 

Fine lines of puzzlement wreathed 
Shelby’s forehead. “Where did you get that 
monkey?” 

“My uncle, Endicott Marshall gave it to 
me about three weeks ago.” 

Shelby’s jaw hardened. He got up. “Let’s 
go.” 

Outside, he called a cab and said: “Driver, 
wind up the old curb-turner and take us to the 
Lowby Arms in Lexington Avenue.” 

Martha Raymond looked bewildered. 
“What’s the idea? I got an appointment at the 
beauty parlor.” 

“You’re so beautiful now,” said Shelby, 
“that I’m beginning to get winded. I’m putting 
you away where you’ll be safe for a couple of 
days.” 

“You mean I park in this dump 
indefinitely?” she asked, as they pulled into 
Lexington Avenue. 

“Yeah. And don’t leave your room for any 
reason. When I call you, I’m the lion, see? 
Now, where does your uncle live?” 

She gave him an address on Fifth Avenue, 
just off Washington Square. Shelby made it in 
a cab in twenty minutes, including a lightning 
stop-off at a Three Balls to pick up another 
gun. He expected plenty of rod trouble. 

 
E crashed past a liveried doorman 
without being announced. He was 

greeted by an inscrutable Chinese boy who 
singsang: “Missee Marsha’, he not home.” 

Shelby kicked the door back and tossed 
the boy aside. As he strode purposefully 
through the foyer, he heard voices raised in 
argument in the room beyond. He entered a 
spacious living room, tastefully furnished in 
maple. He recognized Endicott Marshall at 
once from Martha’s description: a flabby-
cheeked, red-faced man with pompous airs 
and an eternal “hrrumph” in his voice. He was 
clad in a faded blue dressing gown and was 
pacing back and forth in front of the window. 

The other man, his visitor, sat at ease on a 
deeply cushioned settee, his knees crossed, 
puffing on a long cigar. On his lap was a 
black, leather portfolio. He was a thin, wiry 
man with greying hair, about fifty. 

At Shelby’s entrance, Marshall stopped 
dead in his tracks and stared across the room. 
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“There, you see?” he directed the statement 
toward his visitor. “I tell you, Mr. Hickson, if 
you managed your building properly, things 
like this would not happen. How do you 
suppose that this man, whom I do not know, 
and do not wish to see, could have gotten in, 
unless there was an appalling laxity on the 
part of the building employees?” 

Shelby sized up the situation at a glance. 
“Marshall,” he said, “if you paid your rent 
when it was due, you would not have to make 
up reasons to complain to the landlord when 
he sends his representative.” 

Marshall spluttered. He got red. 
Hickson smiled at Shelby. “That’s the 

truth,” he said, “and I guess it hurts.” 
Shelby deliberately advanced farther into 

the room, approaching the window. He stood 
there for a moment looking out, then raised it 
and stuck his head out. There was a fire 
escape outside the window which ran along 
the side of the building to the next apartment. 
He pulled his head back into the room and 
tried to lower the window. It was stuck. 

“Oh, well,” said the man who had been 
addressed as Hickson. “I suppose it is up to 
me to officiate at this ceremony.” 

He thrust his brief-case aside, rose, and 
peeled off his coat. He rolled up his shirt 
sleeves and walked over and stood beside 
Shelby. He reached up with clenched fists and 
hammered the edge of the window casing. 
Then he reached his hand to the top of the 
window and brought it crashing down to the 
sill. He turned and looked at Shelby. “See how 
easy it is when you know how?” 

“Who are you?” demanded Endicott 
Marshall. “What do you want?” 

“I’m from H. Q.,” said Shelby. “I want to 
know where you got that monkey you gave to 
Martha Raymond.” 

“Oh,” said Marshall, his voice altering. “I 
bought it from an Italian named Joe who was 
selling monkeys on Sullivan Street.” 

Shelby frowned, his homely ears flopping. 
“On Sullivan Street?” 

“Yes. This man was standing in front of a 
hallway next door to the Endrolito Olive Oil 
Company. He imports the animal—or breeds 
them or something. He is quite a trainer. They 
tell me he sells the monkeys to organ grinders 
mostly and sometimes as pets to people. Why 
do you inquire? Is anything wrong?” 

“How did you come to buy one?” asked 
Shelby, ignoring the question. 

“I’m getting tired of this,” stated Marshall, 
his brow clouding. “I always walk through 
Sullivan Street on my way from the station. I 
knew Martha liked those animals and when I 
saw one for sale I bought it for her. I hope 
that’s all.” 

Shelby broke into a grin. “Yeah, that’s all. 
Thanks.” 

On his way out of the building, he 
enquired at the desk in the lobby about the 
apartment next door to Endicott Marshall. 

“That apartment is vacant.” said the 
operator. “If you are interested, I understand 
the building agent is on the premises. Perhaps 
I could locate him for you.” 

For a moment Shelby studied the operator, 
who was swarthy and apparently of Italian 
extraction, although his voice was well 
modulated and innocent of accent. 

“Do you have keys to the apartment?” 
asked Shelby. “I’m a detective.” 

The operator looked interested. “Oh, I get 
it. Well, in that case, I guess you can go up, 
although I don’t see—” 

“You don’t have to see,” broke in Shelby. 
“Just give me the key, and keep your mouth 
shut.” 

 
AN SHELBY found the apartment empty 
except for one article of furniture, a bed. 

It was made up and there was an impression in 
it as if a person had been lying in it. 

He stood in the middle of the almost 
empty room, looking from the bed to the 
window, which gave on to the same fire 
escape that served Marshall’s apartment. 

It was extremely puzzling and interesting. 
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The bed was in relatively the same position as 
the bed in the apartment where he had found 
Rogers’ body. The layout of the fire escape 
was the same as in the apartment where 
Martha Raymond lived. 

He left the apartment, an exceedingly 
puzzled frown wreathing his forehead. 

When Shelby arrived in Sullivan Street, 
the entrance to the alley next door to the 
Endrolito Olive Oil Company was innocent of 
any monkey peddler. He pushed open the 
battered door and his nostrils were 
immediately assailed by the most noxious of 
odors. Stale cooking and other smells which 
defied description. Then an open yard littered 
with rubbish. Beyond that a ramshackle frame 
building whose doorway was gained by 
descending a short flight of damp, dirty steps. 

Shelby’s feet carried him purposefully 
forward, and he found himself in a barroom 
whose equipment and fixtures gave the 
appearance of having been there without 
disturbance for a decade. The place had an 
odor of garlic, stale beer and human 
perspiration. There were a number of men 
sprawled at the cracked, stained tables, 
drinking. The barkeeper, a bald-headed man 
wearing a soiled apron, leaned against the 
cash register in a sleepily protective posture. 

Shelby had no sooner sized up the man 
than he became aware of an odd maneuver 
taking place under one of the tables. The man 
at the table was an emaciated creature wearing 
a soiled, red pullover. His hand reached 
stealthily under the table where a monkey 
squatted, tugging at his trousers leg. Shelby’s 
eyes narrowed as he took a leisurely step 
forward, watching the man reach into the tiny 
cup the monkey held and withdraw a tiny, 
white packet. 

Shelby moved deliberately then, as the 
monkey scuttled away behind the bar. He 
dropped into the chair and grabbed the man’s 
wrist in a vise-like grip before the latter had 
time to dispose of the packet. Shelby sized 
him up swiftly, his shaking fingers, pasty 

complexion, pin-point pupils. 
“A hoppie, eh?” said Shelby, squeezing 

the wrist until the white packet spilled from it. 
“Hungry for a jag, eh?” 

The dopester squealed. “Jeez, mister, you 
got me wrong.” 

“How’s about I run you in?” grated 
Shelby. “Solitary at Bellevue.” 

“No, no!” breathed the dopester, terror in 
his face. “Not Belle—” 

“I got you hot with the stuff. I run you in, 
unless you spill—” 

“I—I—” The hophead threw frightened 
glances around the room. “All right, I’ll spill.” 

“That’s better,” said Shelby. “Is Joe mixed 
up in this?” 

The hop-head opened his lips to speak. At 
that moment a door at one end of the bar 
flapped open with explosive force. The 
barkeeper woke up and threw his arm around 
the register. His eyes popped. The man who 
stepped through the door did not waste time. 
Shelby’s back was partially toward him, and 
before Dan could swing around, the man had 
drawn a gun and fired it. The slug entered the 
dopester’s head, and he flopped forward on 
the table with no sound save the hollow crack 
of his skull against the stained wood. 

 
HELBY sprang erect, upsetting the table, 
dragging at his shoulder holster. The new 

gun stuck momentarily. The man who had 
fired the shot did not wait. He ducked back 
through the door and slammed it. Shelby 
heard a heavy bolt sliding into place. He had 
only received a fleeting impression of what 
the man looked like. He wasn’t certain, but he 
thought him to be an oriental, probably 
Chinese. The light had been too dim, the 
action too quick. 

Shelby realized then that the few creatures 
who had been drinking had scurried to cover. 
Most of them had disappeared through the 
door through which Shelby had entered. One 
had ducked behind the bar. 

At that moment, Shelby heard the strains 

S
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of Oh Sole Mio, played by a hand organ that 
appeared to be operating on the other side of 
the door through which the killer had 
disappeared. Shelby swung his gun on the 
barkeep and advanced menacingly. The 
barkeep looked scared and ducked from sight. 
Shelby heard the creak of hinges. He dashed 
to the end of the bar and rounded it just in 
time to see the aproned back of the barkeep 
disappear through a trapdoor. 

Shelby reached forward and grasped the 
door just as it was closing. He ripped it 
upward. The barkeep lost his balance and fell 
headlong to the bottom of the steep flight. 
Shelby heard his head crack against the 
concrete. He lay motionless. 

 
UN drawn, Shelby charged down the 
steps. A strange, musty odor bit into his 

nostrils. He heard an incessant chattering 
which seemed to come from some room 
beyond the enclosure into which he 
descended. The place was dimly lit, and he 
saw cobwebby beams and felt the damp up-
rush of foul air fanning his cheeks. 

He was halfway down the steps when a 
voice accosted him. “I did not expect you so 
soon, Shelby,” said the voice, “but as long as 
you’re here—” 

Shelby froze, sliced his elbow close to his 
body and flame jetted from the muzzle of his 
gun. A slug crashed into the corner from 
which the voice had seemed to come. 

A low, mocking laugh greeted him. “The 
acoustics of this cellar are tricky.” 

Shelby swung around, as the voice now 
seemed to come from behind him, under the 
steps. This time he did not fire. The voice 
continued: “Drop that gun. You’re covered.” 

“All right, Hickson,” said Shelby. “I 
figured you were mixed up in this thing the 
minute I saw the punctures on your arm when 
you fixed the window in Marshall’s 
apartment.” 

Hickson advanced across the concrete, 
into range of Shelby’s vision. “Very clever 

deduction, Shelby,” he said. “But it is quite 
useless to you now, because as soon as we 
have disposed of that Raymond girl, we will 
finish you.” 

The skin at the back of Shelby’s neck 
crawled. He had thought Martha Raymond 
safe in the hotel. Had he been followed when 
he took her there? He began to sweat. 

He made his way slowly down the stairs, 
stepping across the inert body of the barkeep, 
and faced Hickson. As far as he could see, 
there was no one else in the damp hole. The 
unearthly chattering in the next room 
continued without let-up. 

Suddenly, the chattering grew louder, and 
now Shelby caught a glimpse through a heavy, 
iron-studded door of tier on tier of crowded 
cages of young monkeys. 

But the sight that made his blood turn to 
ice was Martha Raymond being forced into 
the room by a stony-faced, leather-jawed man. 
A strip of adhesive tape was laid across her 
lips. Her hands were tied behind her back. Her 
captor was burly and wore a taxi driver’s cap. 

He reached up and tore the adhesive tape 
from Martha’s mouth. The gesture was so 
brutal that Shelby thought for a moment a 
portion of her lip had been ripped away. She 
staggered, almost falling to the floor. 

“You damned—” began Shelby, gathering 
himself to leap at the man. 

“I wouldn’t try anything, if I were you,” 
said Hickson. 

Martha looked at Dan Shelby, her eyes 
brimming. “I thought Uncle Endicott might 
worry and I merely phoned him to let him 
know where I was. Another man answered—” 

Shelby nodded grimly. “Hickson—” 
“—and said he’d take the message,” 

finished Martha. “About a half hour later, 
these men came and tricked me into going 
with them. One of them said he had a warrant 
for my arrest.” 

Shelby’s fingers curled, and his fists 
hardened into knots. “Damn you, Hickson,” he 
said, “you didn’t have to bring her into it.” 
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“I intend to remove you both,” stated 
Hickson. “What you know, she knows, and 
you know too damn much, copper.” 

“I know you’re running a very clever 
dope-distributing system,” replied Shelby. 

“I was right,” said Hickson. “You’re too 
smart to live, I suppose you’ve got it all 
figured out—” 

 
HELBY smiled grimly. He had it all 
figured out, all right. But what good was it 

going to do him now? Still, it was some 
satisfaction to know. He said: 

“You hired a man named Joe to train 
monkeys to deliver small packages, while they 
were supposedly calling at houses with the tin 
cup. These monkeys were sent out with 
dummy organ grinders who were the arms of 
your distributing organization. Rogers, the 
murdered man, was one of your customers. 
When he ran out of dough and threatened to 
expose your system when you wouldn’t give 
him anything on tick, you planned to kill him. 
You had Joe train a monkey to go from one 
apartment to another, via the fire escape, and 
stick a needle primed with poison into the arm 
of a man sleeping on the bed. 

“You used the apartment next door to 
Marshall’s, and did the training when 
Marshall was not home. I figured this out 
when I saw the bed in that apartment all made 
up with an impression as of someone having 
lain on it. I tied that fact up with the numerous 
punctures which I saw in your arm. You are 
not a dope addict. You look too healthy to be 
using the needle as much as those punctures 
showed. You were present when Joe was 
training the monkey, and you allowed the 
monkey to practice on you, in order that you 
would be certain he knew just what to do. 

“As agent of the building you had the 
entree. Then, knowing that Marshall passed 
this place on his way home from the station, 
you had Joe stand outside with the monkey 
and offer it for sale. You must have spoken to 
Marshall about monkeys, and you figured that 

he would buy it for his niece. Rogers was 
down and out, and you installed him in an 
apartment which you knew was vacant next 
door to Martha Raymond’s. You were also 
agent for that building. 

“The monkey was trained to go, via the 
fire escape, into the apartment next door, 
whenever the window was open, probably at 
night, remove the needle from a hiding place, 
and plunge it into the arm of the person 
sleeping in the bed.” 

“You’re damned clever, Shelby,” said 
Hickson, a hint of unwilling admiration in his 
tone. Then his face purpled with rage and he 
raised the gun threateningly. “But it won’t do 
you any good. You’ll have a belly full of lead 
in about three minutes.” 

Shelby went on as if he had not heard. “I 
don’t know for certain, but my guess is that 
the hollow pedestal of the wash basin in the 
bathroom was the hiding place you had the 
monkey trained to take the needle from and 
replace it in when finished. I doped that out 
from the way the monkey ran to the pedestal 
in the bathroom after sticking me with a safety 
pin. You planted the needle several days 
before the murder so that you would always 
have an airtight alibi.” 

“I’m damned glad I decided to kill you,” 
said Hickson. 

Shelby saw his knuckles whiten as his 
finger depressed the trigger. An explosion 
thundered in the confines of the room, beating 
a deafening tattoo in Shelby’s ears. Martha 
Raymond screamed and then slumped to the 
floor in a dead faint. Shelby saw the look of 
bewilderment in Hickson’s eyes, and then 
realized what had happened. 

One of the monkeys caged in the next 
room had somehow gotten loose and passed 
unnoticed through the partially open door, 
wandered under the stairs and picked up 
Shelby’s dropped gun. Probably with one paw 
on the barrel and the other paw on the trigger, 
the monkey had exerted pressure until the 
weapon went off, sending a slug ploughing 
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across the cellar floor. 
These things Shelby dimly realized before 

the reverberation died away, and he hurled 
himself at Hickson. His right fist, knotted, 
lashed out at Hickson’s jaw, while his left 
hand grasped the gun barrel. The gun spat 
lead, and Shelby felt the slug plow through the 
fleshy part of his arm. At the same instant, his 
fist connected with Hickson’s jaw, and he felt 
bone crunch on bone. Hickson staggered 
across the body of the barkeep, his gun hand 
relaxing. 

The burly man who had brought in Martha 
had a clear way then, and he started to pump 
lead at Shelby. Shelby let out a yell and threw 
himself forward, lashing out with Hickson’s 
gun. The first two slugs from the burly man’s 
gun went wild, the third felt like a heavy body 
blow in Shelby’s side. It threw him halfway 
around. But he managed to plant a slug from 
Hickson’s gun in the man’s stomach. The big 
fellow collapsed. 

 
T the same moment, two more men, with 
guns drawn, bounded through the 

doorway, directly behind the spot where 
Martha’s body lay. In another moment, their 
heavy, tramping feet would tread on her. 

Shelby noticed that one of them had an 
Oriental cast to his face, and he dimly realized 
that this was the man who had planted the slug 
in the hop-head upstairs. He picked him off 
first, letting a slug flame from the hot nozzle 
of Hickson’s gun. The Chinese stopped in his 
tracks and folded up. 

Hot lead fanned Shelby’s ears now. The 
other gunman was firing with deadly aim. 
Shelby, cool and deliberate, kept his finger 
hard on the trigger, swung the nozzle. Two 
slugs hit the other gunman, one drilling his 
eye and the other smashing his nose. 

Shelby cast Hickson’s gun away and 
stooped, raising Martha with tender hands. He 
held her close. She opened her eyes and 
smiled at him warmly. 

After a few moments, she said: “You were 

swell, the way you told him the business, and 
all. But I don’t understand what happened to 
that jewelry? Did my monkey steal it?” 

Shelby grinned. “Come with me,” he said, 
“and I’ll show you.” 

A few minutes later he ushered her past 
the patrolman on duty at the door of the 
Rogers’ apartment. They proceeded directly to 
the bathroom where Shelby plunged his hand 
into the hollow pedestal at the base of the 
wash basin. His hand reappeared a moment 
later, filled with sparkling gems. 

Martha let out an exclamation of delight 
and relief. “But how did Hickson overlook 
them when he planted the needle for the 
monkey to use?” 

“You see, Martha,” Shelby explained, 
“Hickson planted the needle in the pedestal 
some time after your uncle gave you the 
monkey. Apparently all he did was to drop it 
into the pedestal, without exploring its depths. 
His hand passed within six inches of a fortune 
which would have netted him enough to live 
in comfort for the rest of his life, without 
resorting to murder. That’s the breaks a man 
with criminal intentions gets.” 

Martha Raymond’s eyes were shining as 
she looked into Shelby’s face. “Dan,” she 
said, “I think you’re a wonderful guy. But you 
haven’t explained how they got there.” 

“That’s easy,” he said. “Monkeys are like 
human beings in some respects. You can tell 
them by the company they keep, and they like 
to keep up with the Joneses. In this case the 
company was pretty low—dips, pickpockets, 
bedroom-prowlers and the like. This monkey, 
after being caged up, took advantage of the 
freedom he had in your apartment. When you 
went to bed, he went out prowling, like his 
human friends—and he was a good enough 
prowler to get away with things that sparkled 
and fascinated him.” 

“Now I know you’re a wonderful guy.” 
Martha Raymond said. 
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